Allied attack: climate change and eutrophication
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Abstract

Global warming and eutrophication in fresh and coastal waters may mutually reinforce the symptoms they express and thus the problems they cause.
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Introduction

“When sorrows come, they come not single spies, but in battalions,” said the usurping king in the Denmark of Shakespeare’s “Hamlet,” and so might we, when, in ravaging Earth’s resources, we multiply the problems. For decades we have faced the worldwide problem of eutrophication, first by treating symptoms with algicides, but increasingly by controlling nutrient loading. Now, especially from work on shallow lakes, we are realising that climate change is intensifying the symptoms of eutrophication in freshwaters (Jeppesen et al. 2010b; Fig. 1) and perhaps that eutrophication can concomitantly promote climate change (Fig. 2). In future we will need to intensify nutrient control just to hold the line, let alone make improvements to water quality (Trolle et al. 2011). We can control nutrients in waste waters, but those that run from the land are seemingly intractable. Climate change, by intensifying storms, affecting rainfall patterns, warming soils, and melting glaciers, will increase this diffuse nutrient loading (Jeppesen et al. 2011).

Eutrophication is costly (Dodds et al. 2009). The solution is to reduce nutrient inputs, usually phosphorus but often also nitrogen (Elser et al. 2009), but restructuring the ecosystem, through removal or treatment of sediment or manipulation of the fish community, sometimes speeds recovery. Piscivorous fish generally become scarcer with eutrophication, and the ultimate effect, through an increase in foraging fish and a decline in zooplankton grazers, is an increase in algae. The direct effects of nutrients are thus also tangled with the structure of food webs, and in turn the nature of food webs is influenced by climate.

Food webs and climate

Fish communities in warm waters have lower numbers of strictly piscivorous fish but harbour increasing numbers of omnivores (Meerhof et al. 2007a, Texeira de Mello et al. 2009, Moss 2010). Omnivores include small, rapidly reproducing fish (Jeppesen et al. 2010a), which, despite a longer growing season for zooplankton grazers, can remove virtually all effective grazers (Gyllstrøm et al. 2005). Between 60º and 20º N, there is a decline in mean size of Cladocera from 1.3 to 0.6 mm (Gillooly and Dodson 2000), with large Daphnia rare in low-latitude
lakes except at high altitude. These changes may be a direct response to higher water temperature (Moore et al. 1996) or driven by fish predation (Meerhoff et al. 2007a, Iglesias et al. 2011). Regardless, because climate change leads to warmer water, the biomass of large Daphnia will decline, and with it the ability to control phytoplankton. Other things being equal, algal crops will increase with warming, and because of the high temperature optima for growth of many cyanobacteria and their resistance to grazing by small zooplankters, the proportion of this sometimes-toxic group may increase (Elliot et al. 2006, Jöhnk et al. 2008, Paerl and Huisman 2008, Elliot 2010, Kosten et al. Forthcoming 2011). Together, cyanobacteria, through life histories that involve residence in sediments and vertical migration into the hypolimnion, and omnivorous, bottom-feeding fish that also mobilise phosphorus from the lake sediments to the surface waters, can create a positive feedback that frustrates attempts at nutrient control in warm waters (Havens and Schelske 2001).

Climate and the roles of plants

An important feature in shallow lakes and littoral zones is the presence of submerged plants, through whose refuges zooplankters and their predatory fish can coexist in lakes at high latitudes (Timms and Moss 1984). Submerged vegetation is often abundant in warm waters but is less effective as a zooplankton refuge because large numbers of small fish also find refuge there from their own predators (Meerhoff et al. 2007b). In both warm and cool waters a rise in phytoplankton tends to suppress submerged plants, but in warm waters submerged plants are often replaced by floating plants (Feuchtmayr et al. 2009, Netten et al. 2010), which are even less effective as refuges (Meerhoff et al. 2007b). Pristine cold waters thus tend to be clear and dominated by submerged plants, while pristine warm waters are more likely to be naturally turbid with algae and cyanobacteria and covered with floating plants, although the densest communities tend to be associated with eutrophication.

Warming increases eutrophication symptoms

Rising nutrient inputs and increasing temperatures tend mutually to intensify eutrophication symptoms. Cyanobacterial dominance, predominance of floating plants, and perhaps even complete loss of underwater vegetation, occurs at lower nutrient concentrations as temperatures increase (Kosten et al. 2009). The deoxygenation that may kill fish on still summer nights becomes worse as both nutrients and temperature increase. Moreover, rising temperature increases the nutrient
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loading by increasing the rate of mineralization in catchment soils (Rustad et al. 2001, Brookshire et al. 2011) and causing greater deoxygenation at the surfaces of lake sediments, so that more nutrients are released in summer (Jensen and Andersen 1995). Also often associated with increasing temperature are short, intense storms that increase soil erosion and delivery of nutrients and decreased rainfall in summer or dry seasons. Consequent falling lake levels may concentrate the nutrients already present, expose marginal sediment to mineralization and nutrient release, and increase residence times, favouring bigger crops of slow-growing but persistent phytoplankters like cyanobacteria.

Does eutrophication promote climate change?

Eutrophication may also conversely promote climate change, although the evidence is less certain (Fig. 2). Freshwaters are often sources of carbon dioxide (Cole et al. 1994) because they metabolise organic matter washed in from vegetated catchments (Tranvik et al. 2009), or at least from surrounding swamps. Warming will increase the loss of dissolved organic carbon from land to freshwaters (Larsen et al. 2011). Eutrophication may lead to lower proportionate dependence on imported organic matter and greater autotrophic fixation of carbon dioxide; nonetheless, it also leads to increased absolute production and respiration, greater release of methane from deoxygenated waters and sediments, (Bastviken et al. 2008, 2011), and more nitrous oxide from denitrification (Huttunen et al. 2003). Both the latter gases are more effective greenhouse gases (by factors of 21 and 310, respectively) than carbon dioxide, but we do not yet know what the net balance of greenhouse gas release and heat retention due to eutrophication might be. Warming decreases the effectiveness of sediments in carbon storage (tropical soils and sediments tend to be more inorganic than temperate ones), releases more of the stored methane (Walter et al. 2006), and increases the community respiration to gross photosynthesis ratio in the short term at least (Gudasz et al. 2010, Moss 2010, Yvon-Durocher et al. 2010, 2011). There can be positive feedback effects on heat retention by denser blooms because turbid waters are more heat-retainive (Quayle et al. 2002), especially when blooms are present (Kahru et al. 1993). Warming may also promote invasion of productive cyanobacterial species to greater latitudes (Wiedner et al. 2007), where their

Fig. 2. Current indications of feedback effects of eutrophication on climate change. Blue arrows indicate carbon sequestration routes; red arrows indicate carbon emission routes; black arrows indicate other climate effects. Because CO<sub>2</sub> uptake and release may both increase with eutrophication, net CO<sub>2</sub> balance is unclear. The increase in methane and nitrous oxide is more probable. Dashed arrow indicates that changes in precipitation regimes may either lead to more or less organic carbon loading, depending on local and regional circumstances.
potential dominance at high nutrient loading may reinforce warming effects. Likewise, endorheic lakes, which have large surface area to volume ratios, are major contributors to carbon dioxide release (Duarte et al. 2008). Warming-induced eutrophication will render them even more likely to release greenhouse gases as algal crops increase, sediments become intensely anaerobic, more heat is absorbed, and respiration rates accelerate. Clearly this is an area for future research.

**Achieving a solution?**

To date, climate change has not been factored into mitigation strategies for preexisting environmental impacts of our culture. It does not feature in the US Clean Water Act (US Government 1972) or the European Water Framework Directive (European Commission 2000), but where improvement of ecological or water quality is based on reference standards, the mutual effects of temperature and nutrient input will mean that existing standards will become harder to achieve and increasingly invalid (Bennion et al. 2011). Current policy in Europe is that climate mitigation should not compromise attempts to solve other environmental problems (European Commission 2009), and in the case of eutrophication, it might help that mitigation of both climate change and eutrophication requires some of the same approaches. But these two problem battalions are not alone, and all we have at present are some tactics to deflect them but no overall policy strategy to win the war.
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